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PRODUCT description

Squeeze is a member of the Adam Jackson Pollock signature limited production
series. Squeeze comes in a standard cluster of 3 tubes (lengths of up to 6ft). You
can also order Squeeze as a single pendant. Or, the more the merrier: A multitude
of Squeeze tubes can be suspended at field-adjustable heights to create grand
chandelier configurations. Suspension points can be freely located independently
of the canopy for linear or other mounting configurations. This is a building-block
design that can be configured to your imagination. The Squeeze has an ice-like
quality to it. The individual LED nodes become distinct but softly diffused in the
narrower portions of the tube creating another layer of complexity and curiosity
to the piece.

PRODUCT APPLICATION
This design works in almost any environment,
from private residences to large commercial
spaces and ballrooms.

Key fEATURES
- Made in the USA
- Clear, concise installation instructions and
efficient design translate to an easier, faster,
reliable assembly
- In cluster formations, scalable to any
environment

CONSTRUCTION & FINISHES
- Frosted Plastic
- Ceiling canopy: White or Black powder coat paint (custom colors available)

- Easy on-site adjustment of suspension height

- 3.5in diameter x 2ft, 3ft, and 4ft approx. lengths, 20in diameter canopy

- LED illumination uses a fraction of the energy
used by an incandescent bulb

- LED

- Available in custom sizes and paint finishes

DESIGNED BY

Adam Jackson Pollock

MANUFACTURED & DISTRIBUTED IN THE USA BY

Fire Farm, Inc.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
Fire Farm Lighting is a custom lighting design and manufacturing company. In addition to a pre-designed product line, we provide
complete creative and fabrication services to conceptualize and execute original designs. Using an ever-expanding variety of materials
and processes, we make lights to define space and create exciting environments. We make light to live by.
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